Acoustic realizations of a given phonetic segment are typically affected by coarticulation with the preceding and following phonetic context. While coarticulation has been extensively studied using descriptive phonetic measurements, little is known about the functional impact of coarticulation for speech processing. Here, we use DTW-based similarity defined on raw acoustic features and ABX scores to derive a measure of the effect of coarticulation on phonetic discriminability. This measure does not rely on defining segment-specific phonetic cues (formants, duration, etc.) and can be applied systematically and automatically to any segment in large scale corpora. We illustrate our method using stimuli in English and Japanese. We confirm some expected trends, i.e., stronger anticipatory than perseveratory coarticulation and stronger coarticulation for lax/short vowels than for tense/long vowels. We then quantify for the first time the impact of coarticulation across different segment types (like vowels and consonants). We discuss how our metric and its possible extensions can help addressing current challenges in the systematic study of coarticulation.
Introduction
Acoustic realizations of a given phonetic segment are typically affected by coarticulation with the preceding and following phonetic context (see, for instance, [1] pp. 70-71). In this paper, we show how ABX-Discriminability Measures [2, 3] computed using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) divergences [4] defined on raw acoustic features (specifically MFC coefficients [5] ) can be used to measure and compare coarticulation effects systematically and on a large scale.
Coarticulation can be studied directly by measuring the movement of the articulators [6] . However, performing such measurements is expensive both in time and resources. Less expensive, but also less direct, measurements have been developed based on analyzing the acoustics of speech. These acoustic measurements typically rely on segment-specific phonetic cues such as duration, formant frequencies, or harmonic amplitude [7, 8] . This approach has two undesirable consequences. First, formant measurements and other types of phonetic cues tend to be variable and often require carefully controlled stimuli and manual checking of the results [9] to be reliably extracted. This limits the scope and increases the cost of application for these measurements and introduces methodological risks by requiring the experimenter to manually intervene in the calculation of the results. Second, typical phonetic measurements only apply to certain types of segments, so that different measures of coarticulation need to be developed depending on the particular segments involved. For example, the measures used to characterize vowel coarticulation are quite different from the measures used to characterize consonant coarticulation.
There is another limitation of existing acoustic measures of coarticulation, which applies this time to both acoustic and more direct articulatory measurements. Existing measurements attempt to characterize effect size in terms of absolute physical displacement of the articulators and thus do not take into account the linguistic context in which these movements take place. To allow meaningful comparison of the size of coarticulation effects across different articulators or different languages, one needs to take into account their functional impact on the discrimination of the phonemic inventory. For example, consider a given segment S occurring in two different languages L1 and L2. Observing larger coarticulation effects on S in L1 than in L2 in terms of absolute physical displacement of the articulators does not imply that coarticulation of S has a larger functional impact in terms of processing speech in L1 than in L2. Indeed, if S is very acoustically isolated in the phonetic inventory of L1 and has many close neighbors in the inventory of L2, it is quite possible for S to be easier to process in L1 than L2 despite undergoing larger absolute coarticulation.
To summarize, existing acoustic measures of coarticulation suffer from a lack of robustness and are not systematic, and both acoustic and direct articulatory measures are more descriptive than functional, limiting the ability to make meaningful comparisons across articulators and languages. To obtain robust measurements that can be derived in a systematic fashion, we use DTW divergences [4] computed from MFC coefficients [5] . These divergences can be reliably derived from continuous speech independently of segment type and without human intervention. To obtain functional measurements of the impact of coarticulation for speech processing, we feed these divergences into appropriately chosen ABX discrimination tasks [2, 3] . This effectively yields a quantitative measure of the impact of coarticulation on the discriminability of phonetic segments.
We begin by defining our measures in Section 2. In Section 3, we then apply these measures to two large corpora of recorded speech, one in American English and one in Japanese. These measures confirm well-known trends and permit the investigation of new phenomena. In Section 4, we discuss the relevance of our metric and its possible extensions to address current challenges in the systematic study of coarticulation.
Methods

Discriminability Measures
Our basic idea is to consider a phonetic contrast occurring in a given language and to measure how well it can be discriminated, on the one hand, based on acoustic realizations occurring in the same phonetic context and, on the other hand, based on acoustic realizations occurring in different phonetic contexts. If the two phonetic segments involved are completely unaffected by coarticulation, then we expect them to be equally discriminable in the two cases, but in the presence of coarticulation effects, the phonetic segments should become harder to discriminate when they occur in different phonetic contexts. We take the difference in phone discriminability between these two cases (context change or not) as a measure of the impact of coarticulation on the discriminability between phonetic segments.
We use ABX-Discriminability Measures [2, 3] to obtain a quantitative measure of the discriminability between two phones. Given two phones s1 and s2, the ABX-Discriminability of s1 from s2 is obtained as the probability that an acoustic realization x of s1 is more similar to another acoustic realization a of s1 than to an acoustic realization b of s2. s1 and s2 do not play a symmetric role in this definition, so we take the average of the ABX-Discriminability of s1 from s2 and of the ABX-Discriminability of s2 from s1 to obtain the ABXDiscriminability between s1 and s2. To quantify the notion of dissimilarity d(a, b) between acoustic realizations a and b, we use DTW divergences [4] computed on the basis of MFC coefficients [5] . To estimate the ABX-Discriminability from finite samples of acoustic realizations present in a given corpus of speech recordings, we use the estimator described in [3] , which amounts to: forming all possible a, b, x triplets such that a and x are realizations from a same phone and b is a realization from another phone; when d(a, x) < d(b, x) for a given triplet counting 1 otherwise counting 0; averaging.
More precisely, we consider three different ABX tasks. First, the within context task (WT). In this task, we consider only triplets such that A, B and X are acoustic realizations of phones uttered by the same speaker in the same preceding and following phonetic context. An ABX triplet in this task could be for example:
where /i/ T 1 b t is the phoneme /i/ produced by speaker T1 preceded by a /b/ and followed by a /t/. Second, the across preceding context task (PT). In this task, we consider only triplets such that A, B and X are acoustic realizations of phones uttered by the same speaker with the same following phonetic context but such that A and B have a common preceding phonetic context that is different from the preceding phonetic context for X. An ABX triplet in this task could be for example:
Third, the across following context task (FT). In this task, we consider only triplets such that A, B and X are acoustic realizations of phones uttered by the same speaker with the same preceding phonetic context but such that A and B have a common following phonetic context that is different from the following phonetic context for X. An ABX triplet in this task could be for example:
For each task and each phonetic contrast, we compute a summary ABX score as follows. We start from ABX discriminability measures for each combination of talker, preceding context(s), following context(s) and phonetic contrast. First, we average out the talkers to obtain a score for each combination of preceding context(s), following context(s) and phonetic contrast. Second, we average out the phonetic contexts to obtain a score for each phonetic contrast. Let us note s W T (p1, p2), s P T (p1, p2) and s F T (p1, p2) the ABX scores obtained in this fashion for the p1/p2 phonetic contrast in the WT, PT and FT tasks respectively. Our main measure for each phonetic contrast is then the coarticulation score:
We also look at the direction of coarticulation (anticipatory versus perseveratory coarticulation) by computing the excess of anticipatory coarticulation:
This quantity will be positive if (and only if) it is harder to discriminate phones when the following phonetic context changes than when the preceding phonetic context changes, i.e. when coarticulatory anticipation of the following phone impacts discriminability more than perserveratory coarticulation of the preceding phone. Finally, we compute a score for each vowel by averaging the scores for each vocalic phonetic contrast involving that vowel and for each consonant by averaging the scores for each consonantal contrast involving that consonant.
Stimuli
We present results obtained by computing the measures defined above on speech stimuli from the Wall Street Journal corpus [10] and from the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese [11] . We used a subset of the Wall Street Journal corpus [10] containing recordings from 20 native American English speakers reading news articles from the Wall Street Journal and containing a total of 242.654 phonetic segments for a duration of approximately 6 hours. The corpus was designed to facilitate the training of large vocabulary speech recognition systems and the recordings have been checked by the corpus providers for hesitations and pronunciation errors to ensure a good match between the text of the article and the recordings. Phonetic transcriptions were obtained using the CMU phonetic dictionary of American English (http:// www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict) and a phone-level forced-alignment was obtained using a speakeradapted triphone HMM-GMM speech recognizer trained on the corpus. We used a subset from the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese containing audio recordings from 39 native speakers of Japanese speaking spontaneously about an episode of their life in front of a small audience. This subset contains a total of 277.832 phonetic segments for a duration of approximately 6 hours. Manually-checked phonetic transcriptions were provided with the recordings for the considered subset and a phonelevel forced-alignment was obtained using a speaker-adapted triphone HMM-GMM speech recognizer trained on the corpus. The audio recordings for both corpora were coded as a sequence of MFC coefficients vectors taken every 10ms. Each phonetic segment was represented as the sequence of MFC coefficients vectors that occurred between the beginning and the end of that segment as specified by the phone-level timealignments. DTW on a frame-level cosine distance was used as the distance function. We ignored word-boundaries and syllable structure in the formation of ABX triplets and the context of phones at the beginning and end of a sentence was marked using a special silence symbol sil. For example, the sentence Some tea is considered as containing the following phone/context pairs: /s, sil 2/, /2, s m/, /m, 2 t/, /t, m i/ and /i, t sil/. The coarticulation scores sc and excess of anticipatory coarticulation a obtained for each phonetic segment of each language are reported in Figures 3 and 4 , sorted in increasing order of coarticulation score. Let us look first at results regarding the direction of coarticulation. Based on the literature, for example [6] , we expect to see a trend toward stronger anticipatory than perseveratory coarticulation, i.e. a positive excess of anticipatory coarticulation. As can be seen from Figure 2 , this trends appears to be verified for the vast majority of segments in both languages according to our measure. The only segment exhibiting much stronger perseveratory than anticipatory coarticulation is Japanese /s:/. It would be interesting to test whether this can be related to the phenomenon of vowel devoicing in Japanese [12] .
Results
Looking now at coarticulation scores, let us compare the strength of coarticulation for short versus long vowels in Japanese and tense versus lax vowels in American English. We expect to see weaker coarticulatory influence on long/tense vowels than on short/lax vowels simply because longer segments provide more time for articulators to reach their targets. the distance function. We ignored word-boundaries and syllable structure in the formation of ABX triplets and the context of phones at the beginning and end of a sentence was marked using a special silence symbol sil. For example, the sentence Some tea is considered as containing the following phone/context pairs: /s, sil 2/, /2, s m/, /m, 2 t/, /t, m i/ and /i, t sil/. The coarticulation scores sc and excess of anticipatory coarticulation a obtained for each phonetic segment of each language are reported in Tables 1, 2 , 3 and 4, sorted in increasing order of coarticulation score. Let us look first at results regarding the direction of coarticulation. Based on the literature, for example [6] , we expect to see a trend toward stronger anticipatory than perseveratory coarticulation, i.e. a positive excess of anticipatory coarticulation. As can be seen from Figure 2 , this trends appears to be verified for the vast majority of segments in both languages according to our measure. The only segment exhibiting much stronger perseveratory than anticipatory coarticulation is Japanese /s:/. It would be interesting to test whether this can be related to the phenomenon of vowel devoicing in Japanese [12] .
Looking now at coarticulation scores, let us compare the strength of coarticulation for short versus long vowels in Japanese and tense versus lax vowels in American English. We expect to see weaker coarticulatory influence on long/tense vowels than on short/lax vowels simply because longer segments provide more time for articulators to reach their targets. Our results are consistent with this prediction, as can be seen from the distribution of scores for short and long vowels in Japanese and tense and lax vowels in American English plotted in the Vowels panel of Figure 1 . Another interesting result is that, for both languages, the two vowels that appear to suffer the most from coarticulation are the long/tense and short/lax close back vowels (/u:/ and /U/ for English, and /W:/ and /w/ for Japanese) and the vowel that appears to suffer the least is the close front vowel /i:/. For consonants, the most salient pattern we observe in the result is that most fricatives have very low coarticulation scores, while most stops have rather high scores. We grouped the coarticulation scores according to the manner of articulation of the different segments and represented the distribution of scores for the different groups in the Consonants panel of Figure 1 . This analysis shows that on average fricatives have lower coarticulation scores than other groups of segments. Approximants appear to have slightly lower scores on average than nasals and stops although the difference is less marked, especially in Figure 1 : Boxplot of the distributions of the coarticulation scores obtained for different class of vowels and consonants in American English and in Japanese. For consonants, laterals were pooled with approximants and and affricates with fricatives. the distance function. We ignored word-boundaries and syllable structure in the formation of ABX triplets and the context of phones at the beginning and end of a sentence was marked using a special silence symbol sil. For example, the sentence Some tea is considered as containing the following phone/context pairs: /s, sil 2/, /2, s m/, /m, 2 t/, /t, m i/ and /i, t sil/. The coarticulation scores sc and excess of anticipatory coarticulation a obtained for each phonetic segment of each language are reported in Tables 1, 2 , 3 and 4, sorted in increasing order of coarticulation score. Let us look first at results regarding the direction of coarticulation. Based on the literature, for example [6] , we expect to see a trend toward stronger anticipatory than perseveratory coarticulation, i.e. a positive excess of anticipatory coarticulation. As can be seen from Figure 2 , this trends appears to be verified for the vast majority of segments in both languages according to our measure. The only segment exhibiting much stronger perseveratory than anticipatory coarticulation is Japanese /s:/. It would be interesting to test whether this can be related to the phenomenon of vowel devoicing in Japanese [12] .
Looking now at coarticulation scores, let us compare the strength of coarticulation for short versus long vowels in Japanese and tense versus lax vowels in American English. We expect to see weaker coarticulatory influence on long/tense vowels than on short/lax vowels simply because longer segments provide more time for articulators to reach their targets. Our results are consistent with this prediction, as can be seen from the distribution of scores for short and long vowels in Japanese and tense and lax vowels in American English plotted in the Vowels panel of Figure 1 . Another interesting result is that, for both languages, the two vowels that appear to suffer the most from coarticulation are the long/tense and short/lax close back vowels (/u:/ and /U/ for English, and /W:/ and /w/ for Japanese) and the vowel that appears to suffer the least is the close front vowel /i:/. For consonants, the most salient pattern we observe in the result is that most fricatives have very low coarticulation scores, while most stops have rather high scores. We grouped the coarticulation scores according to the manner of articulation of the different segments and represented the distribution of scores for the different groups in the Consonants panel of Figure 1 . This analysis shows that on average fricatives have lower coarticulation scores than other groups of segments. Approximants appear to have slightly lower scores on average than nasals and stops although the difference is less marked, especially in Our results are consistent with this prediction, as can be seen from the distribution of scores for short and long vowels in Japanese and tense and lax vowels in American English plotted in the Vowels panel of Figure 1 . Another interesting result is that, for both languages, the two vowels that appear to suffer the most from coarticulation are the long/tense and short/lax close back vowels (/u:/ and /U/ for English, and /W:/ and /w/ for Japanese) and the vowel that appears to suffer the least is the close front vowel /i:/.
For consonants, the most salient pattern we observe is that most fricatives have very low coarticulation scores, while most stops have rather high scores. We grouped the coarticulation scores according to the manner of articulation of the different segments and represented the distribution of scores for the different groups in the Consonants panel of Figure 1 . This analysis shows that on average fricatives have lower coarticulation scores than other groups of segments. Approximants appear to have slightly lower scores on average than nasals and stops although the difference is less marked, especially in Japanese. Nasals and stops have roughly the same average coarticulation scores. Also, all nasals and all approximant appear to have sim- 
Japanese. Nasals and stops have roughly the same average coarticulation scores. Also, all nasals and all approximant appear to have similar coarticulation scores, while there is much more variability in the scores of the different fricatives and stops. Looking more closely at fricatives, it appears that the distribution of coarticulation scores is bimodal. In both languages all the fricatives have coarticulation scores that are lower than the lowest score for a non-fricative segment, except for /h/ in Japanese and /h/, /T/ and /D/ in English, which have coarticulation scores among the 5 highest for consonants in their respective languages. For English stops, voiced stops have globally lower coarticulation scores than voiceless stops and, for a fixed value of voicing, stops with a more anterior place of articulation have lower coarticulation scores. For Japanese stops, the pattern is different. In particular, the /t/ (and geminate /t:/) segment has the lowest coarticulation score of all stops, whereas it had the second highest score in English. For the rest of the stops, voicing and anteriority of the place of articulation are still associated with lower coarticulation scores, but it is not the case anymore that the highest score for voiced stops is lower than the lowest score for voiceless stops. In both languages, the consonant with the highest score is a voiceless velar stop (a geminate one for Japanese).
Finally, looking at the effect of language and segment type (consonant or vowel) in Figure 1 , we see that American English vowels tend to be more coarticulated than Japanese vowels, while American English consonant tend to be less coarticulated than Japanese consonants.
Discussion
Our quantitative measure of the impact of coarticulation on phone discriminability allows for more robust and systematic characterization of coarticulatory effects than existing methods and provides for the first time a measure of the functional impact of the effects of coarticulation for speech processing in a given language. It allowed us to confirm wellknown trends, namely that anticipatory coarticulation effects tend to be stronger than perseveratory coarticulation effects and that lax/short vowels tend undergo more coarticulation than tense/long vowels. It also allowed us to investigate new phenomena, for example comparing the relative strength of coarticulatory influences across different types of consonants and getting evidence of an interaction between the effects on coarticulation strength of segment type (consonant or vowel) and language.
The general principles of our method are applicable well beyond the specific experiments carried out in this paper. First of all, let us mention that the two main innovations of this paper are completely dissociable. On the one hand, we could obtain descriptive measures of coarticulation effects, more similar to traditional phonetic measurements, but still robust and systematic simply by replacing ABX-Discriminability Measures by pairwise averaging of divergence measures. On the other hand, we could also obtain functional measures by computing ABX-Discriminability Measures based on some phonetic measurements instead of using MFC coefficients. Other types of representations could also be used in the same paradigm, with different interpretations for the results. For example, using representations derived from models of human auditory processing or human speech perception could be used to derive predictions regarding human behavior, while using representations obtained from direct measurements of articulator movement could be used to obtain functional measures of their impact for speech processing. Interestingly, the MFC coefficients used as a representation in our experiments support a dual interpretation in terms of speech production and speech perception. They can be seen both as an approximate representation of vocal tract configuration and as an approximation of low-level auditory representations (see for example [3] , Chapter 3).
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